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IN NEW BUILDINGS, FACILITIES

USF Maps Big Growth
Topping the list in longrange significance is a goahead on the first phase of a
USF Medical School near 30th
Street on the western edge of
the campus.

"The general, the statesman, the man of affairs all
pass away and qre forgotten. But to have builded
oneself into the structure of
these undying institutions,
to have aided the development of these priceless
agencies of civilization, is
to have lived not in vain,
but is to have lived in perpetuity."- Elihu Root

IT WOULD BE part of an
extensive state - federal - private medical complex which
if realized would include a
$17-million, 720-bed Veterans
Administration H o s p i t a 1
across the street, a 200-bed
private northside community
hospital, medical offices and
related facilities. First phase
of Medical School planning
and construction carries a
$7,815,000 estimated price tag.
lf approved, the new expansion phase would more than
double the present physical
plant value of $35-million for
some 45 buildings and service
facilities.

USF is blueprinting a $48million thrust into the future.
That is the estimated cost of
a vast building program
which the Board of Regents
and Florida Legislature will
be asked to approve for 196769.

PRESENT PLANT value includes $10-million in new construction and extension of utilities completed in recent
months or under way.
And to further prepare for
USF's surge toward the 18,000
enrollment ceiling in 1975,
some $7-million in new buildjugs already are in the works
for completiBn by 1968.
These include:
-A $1.5-million College of
Education building to be
ready next September.
-A five-story $2.5-million
Science Center which ultimately may contain four similar units of like value. In the
building would be a computer
center, library and research
facilities.
-A $300,000 general classroom building in the Andros
area.

Record Numbers
.Jam ClassroOms
Closed classes caused considerable consternation last
week as a record number of
students enrolled in the University and were presented
with the usual problems of
finding and rescheduling their
classes.
According to Registrar
Frank Spain, the increased
enrollment approached the
8,950 mark. "This," he said,
"is approximately a 15 per
cent increase over last year's
students population."

The • throngs of students
packed the classrooms, even
though three additional buildings were recently opened for
the fall trimester.
Spain said that it would be
a conservative estimate to
say that enrollment would
double in the next 10 years.
In view of this, the registration system must be changed.
The next move will probably
be to hold registration in the
Physical Education Building
instead of the Ballroom,

-A $2-million S o c i a I
Science building in the planning stage.
-A $600,000 Theatre Arts
rehearsal building near the
Teaching Auditorium Theatre.
-Air-conditioning lines and
utilities to service the new
building.
IF THE 1967-69 building list
is a p p r o v e d, construction
would require from one to
three or' perhaps four years,
depending on stage of planning and speed with which ar·
chitectural, engineering and
construction could m o v e
ahead.
This is the word from Clyde
W. Hill, director of the Physical Plant Division who serves
as liaison between the USF
Building Space Committee

(Continued on Page 9)

The promotion of 36 faculty members has been announced by Dr. Harris W. Dean, dean of academic af.
which has been used for the
fairs.
past six years.
Promoted to the rank of full professor are Thomas A.
This of course, the Regis- t .': Rich, behavorial science; Jack H. Robinson, physical sci·
trar said, will only be tempo·
ence; William K. Bott, education; Ray A. Urbanek, edu·
rary.
:] cation; Robert H. Fuson, geography; Albert M. Gessman, ~
His first choice would be for 1. classics; Paul R. Givens, psychology; Gordon A. John·
the telephone - computer sys- ,~ son, music, and Wendell J. Ragan, geology.
tem now being used in many
New associate professors are Howard B. Gowen, hucolleges.
manities; John J. Iorio, English; Walter J. Herman, ecoOne of the few drawbacks of
nomics and finance; David C. Sleeper, management and
this system is that students
marketing; Kevin E. Kearney, education; Samuel D. Mil- "''
are allowed less choice of .' ler, education; Joseph G. Bentley, English; Robert W.
class hours.
Jr., physics; Alex Carriere, foreign languages;
The registrar did not say !1 Clapp
E. Kelley, political science; Jack B. Moore, Engwhen he expects the telephone- f Anne
lish; Myron G. Ochshorn, English; Eugene Olsen, chemcomputer system to be inistry; Anatole A. Sololsky, foreign languages; Thomas W.
stalled, but stated that the
chemistry; Rainulf A. Stelzmann, foreign lan· ~
Solomons,
change would not take place
guages; Robert D. Whitaker, chemistry; William W. ~
immediately.
Young, political science; and Edmll'lld Allen, Develop- ~~•.
Looking toward 1967, the
,
Registrar's office w o u I d • mental Center.
,
Berkley,
J.
Richard
are
professors
asssistant
Named
suggest applying for admis..a physical science; John B. Camp, humanities; Daniel tJ
sion as early as possible. This M
allows for quicker registra- it Rutenberg, humanities; Jane Murray, music; Edward M.
tion, a better choice of classes ~ Silbert, history; and Spafford Taylor, physical education. 1
New instructors are Mary Helen Harmon, English, and ·
and better housing.
1
Albert A. Latina, biological science.
The Registrar's office would
!
like to thank all students,
~
~~~1.:~~6t£.t.~'7'~')
i:~~~DTM~-.2¥'
~
cl*
L~.t~
staff and faculty for their cooperation and understanding
shown before and during registration.
"

:1
.i
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WUSF- TV Begins Season
, With 'ProQt.am Variety

Bookstore
Adopts New
Procedure

I

Space Gets Scarce
With nearly 9,000 student on campus, the slow moving
crowds on walkways make class changes take longer. The
photo was maAie from the second floor of the Fine Arts Build·
ing looking east.

PE Proficiency Exams
To Be Given This Week
The swimming proficiency
test will be given Sept. 20 - 21
at the University recreational
pool from 1 to 4 p.m., Richard
E. Heeschen, assistant director of the Division of Physical
Education has announced.
The pool is behind the Argos
cafeteria and Beta Hall.
Swimmers are to register at
the pool and no written test is
required. Student I. D. cards
must be presented and no
towels will be fur nished.
Writte~ proficiency examinations for archery, basket-

ball, bowling, fencing, golf,
and tennis will be given
Wednesday, Sept. 21 in PED
114 from 7:30 to 8:30p.m. Students must register in the PE
office prior to taking the
exam. Deadline for this regisu·ation is Tuesday, Sept. 20.
Students will be required to
take a motor skill proficiency
upon pasSfge of the written
test.
The Physical Education
building is located on the far
east end of the campus across
the street from the Business
Administration building.

••• Pbysl"" PIMt Dl~otor Clydo IDU oh"'k' pl....

~

!

-Oracle Photo by Tony Zappone

USF Expansion Surges Ahead

The University Bookstore
has adopted a new policy for
ordering and receiving senior
class rings and club jewelry,
according to Manager of Service Activities, J. C. Melendi.
The new policy goes ~nto effect Sept. 19.
According to Melendi, the
new procedure will be as follows:
~ All orders will be taken
in the University Bookstore.
Y' A minimum deposit of
$10 is required for those ordering class rings. This is to
be paid at the time the order
is placed. All club jewelry
must be paid in full. No cash
will be accepted, only checks
and money orders made payable to the vendor.
Y' Orders wHl be mailed to
the vendor weekly.
rings will be
Y' Class
shipped directly to the customers on a Collect on Delivery basis, or if the ring was
paid in full at the time of the
order, it will be mailed postage paid. All club jewelry will
be mailed postage paid.
Y' All adjustments are to be
made directly between the
customer and the vendor.
v There will be an additional charge of $1.85 per ring
or article of jewelry for individual shipment.
Melendi, said this procedure
will be more convenient to
students and will offer faster
delivery.

SA Makes Plans
For Fall Term
By STU THAYER
StaH Writer

"Summertime, and t h e
livin' is easy.'' Whoever said
that was not working for the
Student Association (SA) this
summer.
Among the major pieces of
legislation passed or ready for
implementation are:
Y' A bill creating a program of faculty evaluation by
the students (passed in June).

NOT EVERY faculty member, however, is evaluated by
all of his classes for every trimester. The results of this
program are confidential between the instructor and his
immediate superior; no student eyes see the results.
HARPER didn't outline the
new student program and said
he could not give a date for
its inauguration, nor did he
say what SA agency would
administer the program.

Y' A $300 per trimester
Logic would suggest the Acraise for the president and
vice president of the Student ademic Affairs Department.
Association from $200 to $500 The legislature left the matter
in Harper's hands. He said it
per trimester.
"was still in the planning
Y' A new office of Attorney _stage."
General (soon to be created).
The Dean of Student AfY' A cabinet-level Departfairs, Herbert J. Wunderlich,
ment of Commuter Affairs (to said last Tuesday. the probe treated).
gram would not need official
administration approval but
Y' Three special presiden·
tial assistants to act as liai- suggested the SA not go it
sons for (a) the five college alone. "Since the faculty of
councils, (b) the cabinet, and the University already has a
program in effect for self •
(c) the Executive Board.
evaluation," he said, "(conTHE ATTORNEY General's cerning) any additions to the
office, the Commuter Affairs plan, it would seem advisable
Department, and the three to work closely, with the faculpresidential assistants will ty."
have to be approved by the
THE SALARY grants to the
Student Association legislature as additions to the by- president and vice president
laws before they can function. were raised last May to $500
The new student evaluation per trimester. Harper justiof • the faculty program, a fied the increase in part by
plank in President John Har- citing other schools which pay
per's November 1965 cam- their two top student execupaign platform, will be in ad· tives as high as $1,000 per tri.
dition to a similar program mester. No other USF student
started by the faculty in 1962. government official receives
That plan called for the facul- pay.
ty to administer its own eval·
Harper's request for an in·
uation plan and is still in op(Continued on Page 5)
eration.

By JOHN ALSTON
1\lanaging Editor
USF moved into education
broadcasting in a big way
Sept. 11 as the University's
own education television went
on the air- for the first time.
Broadcasting from its studios in the basement of the Library on campus, WUSF-TV
(Channel 16) will broadcast
. six hours a day five days a
week.
On the same day that
WUSF-TV made its debut, the
University's FM radio station
WUSF-FM (97.3) , also signedon to begin 'its third year of
educational broadcasting.
TELEVISION programming
will include a wide variety of
programs aimed at various
educational and interest levels.
"Miss Nancy's Store" is
aimed at children and features the exploration of new
ideas with the aid of Nancy's
magic friends weekdays at
5:30p.m.
Merle Dimbath, marketing
professor at USF, will give a
special report on the stock
market at 7:30 weekdays.
John "Knocky" Parker, USF
professor and nationally recognized authority on jazz and

ragtime music as well as silent movies will host a special
show eacl:i week at 8 p.m. on
Wednesday entitled "Knocky
and the Silents."
WHILE THE content of all
programming by the stations
is designed to be educational,
the actual operation of the
stations provide training for
some 55 students who are interested in some phase of
broadcasting.
Rich Steck, broadcasting coordinator, estimates that 25-30
students will be involved in
.some phase of the TV produc.
tion "plus four or five in engineering." The Engineering
Department is charged with
k~ping the equipment operating properly.
William M. Brady, radio coordinator, estimates that 15-25
students will be working on
the radio station.

ANOTHER ASPECT of
WUSF-TV's educational endeavors is the taping and
replaying of video tapes for
use in campus classrooms.
There are currently three
closed circuit channels on
campus but the station is
equipped to broadcast on 12.
It is not a departmental requirement, but several education students have made TV
tapes of imaginary class lessons. The tapes will be shown
the fall, allowing the subject
and his classmates to watch
and critically evaluate his
teaching techniques.
THE STATIONS boast modern equipment but even now
are thinking about expansion.
Radio has just had an Asso·
ciated Press news teletype installed and has received ap·
proval from the Federal Com·
(Continued on Page 7)

Aegean Staff
Plans 'Hour'
The staff of Aegean, USF's
yearbook, will hold a coffee
hour Friday afternoon for all
students interested in working
on the 1966-67 edition, according to Editor Sam Nuccio.
The coffee hour will be held
in 251 University Center
(CTR) at 2 p.m.
"We especially invite all
students who havl! worked on
yearbooks before, but are also
looking for those who are interested but not experienced,"
he said.
Nuccio also reminded that
all students should place their
order now for the April issue.
Cost of the yearbook, which
will have 16 pages of color
and a hard cover, is $1. Orders for the Aegean may be
placed with the secretary of
Campus Publications, CTR
224. Only advance orders will
be accepted, he said, and
there will be no April sale.

- Staff Photo by Anthony Zeppone

Tying Things Up
Last week members of & local ironworkers union held &
brief strike against the company charged with the construction of USF's new education building. Here workman and
striker Gary Almon not only tied his shoe while walking the
picket line but aJso the constructiln on the building. The
strike was settled by noon of the day of the strike and work
on the building was not seriously delayed.

Parking Woes
Irk Students
By ALLAN Sl\UTH

Staff Writer
"Parking lots here are not
crowded, they're just not
being used correctly," Security Chief James D. Garner,
told The Oracle last week.
Illegal parking, resulting
.from filled lots near the new
B u s i n e s s Administration
Building caused more than
400 tickets to be issued to violators.
Some students said they
knew they were parking illegally but they had to get to
class. Others were indignant,
swore at policemen and
vowed to get even.

A FEW SAID they were
aware that they were parking
improperly although traffic
regulations presented to each
person who registers a car on
campus clearly define parking
places.
Unhappy protest! of "Where
do they expect us to park?"
were ~ard repeatedly.

-"hotas IIY Allen lmllh ,

Cars, Car , Ev rywhere
.\ Jot of peopl~. whOM ea.ra Mre Ulesa.Uy
p&rk..S a.lonJ •Gtb Stl'eet, found tltemaelves
with " dolla.r parking ticket the lint day of

:. R aders
Guild Sets
·1M t Tday

f.

cla.ssflll. A 1ecurlty officer was atatlonBd In
the vicinity for & few days altenva.rd• to
ward off potAlntial violators.

A CHECK OF a temporary
parking lot east of the Physical Education B u i 1 d i n g
showed the lot half full.
"The problem," Garner
said, "is that students park
cars in one lot to attend class
in a nearby building, then
drive to another parking lot to
be nearer their next class."
When they discover a full
lot, they park illegally and
are ficketed, Garner said.

392 More Students
live In Dormitories
Same 392 more students have coeds outnumber the males -

been accepted as residents on 107 women to 68 men.
the University of South Florida
campus for the Septemb~r 1966
trime~st~r than durin~r the same
period m 1985.
In September, 1965, residents
totaled 2,028 while in the present trimester 2,420 are living in
the halls. Only 184 students
dropped from the on-campus
li~ing rolls when the January
trunester began.
.
In Beta and ~pha Halls, 100
rooms have tr1ple occupancy.
Four females occupy each of
tile 23 lounges in the Andros
complex.
"Tripled rooms and lounges
should be unloaded by the end
ol the fall trimester," said Raymond King, director of housing.
"De-tripling" began Sept. 7.

Power Plant·
Is Actually
'Powerless'

THE NUMBER of residents ----------~---------
on the Bay Campus in St. Petersburg dropped from 252 stu·
dents in September to the pres·
ent 175. Bay Campus freshmen

''With the opening of Lambda
more males could be
housed on the main campus,"
said King.
The new halls, Theta,
Lambda, Iota and the first floor
of Alpha were opened for resi·
dency this trimester. Iota, previously planned as a male dorm,
was scheduled for women the
first part of July when more
women returned t.or occupancy
th~n had been anticipated, King
sa1d.
"LAMBDA. WAS not i~!ng ~o
be used until December, sa1d
King," but ~e contractor wa.s
able. to hand Jt over to the umvers1ty Aug. 26 so the men were
moved to Lambda."
" I sent Lambda Hall resi-

Unconfirmed reports indicate that at least two new
parking lots are slated to be
started by December - probably in the east corner of the
campus.

CAMPUS parking lots and
roads are the responsibility of
the State Road Department.
An immediate solution, Garner said, would be for stu·
dents to park in one parking
lot whev. they arrive and not
move their cars until they are
ready to leave the campus.

The Law And Mr. Mealey

Campus Security Olllcer J. P. Ba.rble exMANY STUDENTS complained to John Metley last week tha.t he was
plain that some of their
parked in the \\Tong place and hence ticket
classes are scheduled in build·
ings so far apart that it is impossible to }Valk from one
building to another during the
allotted 10 minutes between
classes.
Two possible long range solutions include zoning the University into four areas and
issuing decals for a specific
area or assigning parking
places to students.
Garner said no specific
plans have yet been adopted ..
for either of these ideas, however.
F~:....:tt.:..::-.fu.:..Y"

was due him. Barbie comforted Mealey, however, explaining that the proceeds went to a
scholarship fund.

,.,": ~,

~j Student ID

1

, For Oracle ~
dents special letters indicating ~
Planned
that the hall would not be open .,.

1tta.ders Theatre Guild will
m"t tode.y in CTR 215 'durin~t
tlie fr~ hour. New 1tudents
ate invited to attend.
The Guild, which sponsors
:tWo coffeehouse s e s s i o n s
monthly, also presents one
major evening R e a d e r s'
Theatre production per trimester, and helps to conduct
the annual Florida Poetry
Festival held each March
here.
Hoyet Frier (LA3) is presi·
dent of the Guild and faculty
co-sponsors are speech instructors Dr. Alma Sarett and
Frank Galati, a new faculty
member.

Hall

THE PROBLEM is not insufficient room, he said.
Three new temporary parking lots opened this month, in
addition to regular parking
areas, bringing the university
parking capacity to about
5,000 cars.

until the Labor Day weekend,"
he said. Males were held in the
team room until 10 a.m. Friday
Sept. 2. By 2 p.m. Friday, all
Lambda keys had been made
and the rooms filled.
SOME MALES in the new
dorms slept on rent • a . mattresses until Sept 6 and a handful of girls in lot~ slept on mattresses on the floor for one
night, beds were moved in Sept.
31 King said.
;,
.
.
Equ1pment arnval dates had
to be rescheduled when we
learned that Lambda would be
used in September. The date
had been set for Aug. 15, said
King. Delay also occurred b~·
cause manufacturers had to fill
U.S. Army orders first.

Distinguished Panel
Featured Today

Identification of students
by The Oracle will be by
college and class as follows: BA, Business Admini s t r a t i o n; CB, Basic
Studies; ED, Educaticm;
EG, Engineering, LA, Liberal Arts; G, for graduate
students; and X for spec l a 1, unclassiiied, nondegree and other classifications.
IdenWication of class
will be by number: 1 for
freshman, 2, sophomore, 3,
junior, and 4, seniot.
Thus, "Robert P. Gomez,
LA4" and "Susan A.
Smith, CB1" will indicate
that Gomez is a senior in
the College of Liberal Arts
and Miss Smith a freshman in the College of Basic
Studies.
Alumni will be iden tifled
by the degree earned and
the year of graduation as
follows: "Arthur B. Able,
B.A. '64," or "Mary C.
Smith, M.A. '65."

Pardon The Pun But .
The Volkswagen bearing an Alaska tag
apparently horned its way int~ one of the

• •

few remaining parking spaoas on camp111
during the first day of class last week.

Romney Gets Republican
Nod From Students Polled
Who is the college student's
choice for the GOP 1968 Presidential nomination? A recent
special survey involving 60
universities and c o ll e g e s
chose Gov. George Romney of
Michigan.
The question "Which of the
possible Republican candidates for the GOP Presidential nomination has the greatest appeal for you?" gave the
following recul ts:

since many came from gener·
ally middle and upper-income
families, which tend to be Republican in political orientation, it was reported.
However, it seems that
many college students are
still trying to orient them-

selves politically, as seen by
the following survey results•.
Thirty-five per cent of college students describe themselves as Democrats, 26 per
cent as Republicans, and 39
per cent classify themselves
as Independents.

SALE
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Satire, Fun In Gala Weekend
By JIM RAGSDALE

Staff Writer
Satirical comments on the Ku Klux
Klan, the John Birch Society, and the
future governor of Alabama, Mrs.
George Wallace plus footstomping
showmanship highlighted the Mitchell
Trio's two performances here Friday
night.
The performances were part of the
University Center's Open House weekend.
A FULL house greeted the trio at
first show and a University Center
spokesman reported the second performance was almost a sellout.
Sporting five-inch wide ties, the
trio enraptured their audiences with
exciting guitar playing and banjo

picking. They sang continuously for
over an hour and by the second performance the group's soloist, John
Denver, was slightly hoarse.
Their performances were enthusiastically received by the audience
and they received a five minute standing ovation after the first performance.
Comments such as "great," "tremendous," and "I hope they can
come again" were heard from many
of the departing audience.
After the concerts many students
headed over to the Street Dance
which one grizzled senior commented was "the most frantic, well-attended, outdoor function I've ever seen
at USF.''

CROWDS PACK STREET DANCE

1\fiTCHEL TRIO IN MOTION

CAMPUS HAS GROWING PAINS

City' Within A City Booms

1

USF is a unique growing com- · enjoying the services aimed at' lection of physical activity FOR INDOOR sports fans are located in the Argos Com·
munity within the city of providing for his physical, so- areas including tennis courts, a there is a game room in the plex area.
·
cial, emotional and spiritual golf driving range, baseball, basement of the University Cen- St d t h lth
Tampa·
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·
· ds h.1mse1f football and soccer flelds,
d t· \
an ter. There students may P1ay d ub enth eaU · care·tyIS St
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well equipped,
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There,
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WI
micromen and machinery invaded the mum y; a mumc1p
(
t d ts
rangmg from softballs to a set may be checked out at the 16 bed . f
b t . ht cosm.
h . dl d
m rrmar~, s ~ en re-.
. of golf clubs, for use in these game room desk.
.
.
mars Y woo an s a ou elg
c_e1ve free mediCal aid at any
.
.
miles northeast of downtown Th~ basiS of ou~ umque soc1e- activity areas. Special sports
ty Is the resident . ~tudent. clubs on campus include those TV addicts can enJOY their fa- t1me.
Tampa.
Rooms for ~ose desmng . on- devoted to dancing, fencing, vorite shows at several toea- As for the student's spiritual
.
-Oracle Photos by Allan Smltl1
well being, USF has many ac· ·
J"udo , karate , t'1ons on the campus. T e1evision
housmg are provided
campus
were
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Almost overnight
t golf, gymnastics ,
h ll
b th 12
800
1
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THE GO-MADS ENTERTAIN
tive religious clubs on campus
·
·
·
resi ence a s a swimming tennis and weight
Y e
awesome buildmgs on e •
Those included are the Baptist
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For cultur,ally m_mded s~u- dorms provide all the comforts Organization, Church of Christ,
~earn was on Its way to real- the Argos and ~ndros,ComplexJewish Student Union Lutheran
es, are called home by over dents, USF s Art1st Series of home.
1ty.
Club and the University Chapel
brings to the campus many of
2,000 of USF's 9,000 students.
.
Toda~, ne_arly 10 years lat~r,
·
today's outstanding professional Catering to the personal needs
.
of the student is the goal of the Fellowship.
the Umvers1ty stands as a tnb- . F~od IS prepa~ed and ser_ved musicians.
campus bookstores. The main USF is a struggling, active
.
..
ute to a decade of _ha:d work; m eJth~r of U~F s two spac10~s
the. symbol of continu~ng pros- cafeter1~, "':'hJCh are located m . In add1t1~n. ~o the Artist Se- bookstore handles everything community which is rapidly bepe:Ity and the promise of_ a the Umvers1ty Center and the r1es, the DIVISIOn of Fme Arts from the basic study materials coming, if it has not already
bnght future for t!1ose seeking Argos C?mplex. Snack bars, arranges a. f~ schedule of con- (textbooks, pens and pencils) to done so, the leading cultural
the rewards of h1gher educa- open durmg the day and eve- certs, exh1b!hons, plays, lee- typewriters jewelry art re- and educational center 9t
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WUSF-FM Schedules_!
Trials, Drama, Music
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York concerts of prom1smg
days at 6 p.m.
Exploring the Child's World: composers such as Ashley,
~uquesne . Univ~rsity's . couns~l- Mumma, Pleskow, an~ Macero
mg type mte~v1ews w1th. delm- hosted by Max Pollikoff prequent and disturbed children. sented at 6 p.m. Mondays
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Trou?led ~hooter are among l\1~SiC You Want: Great
the mterv~ews featured on mus1c of the masters featured
at 3 p.m. Monday-Friday.
Thursdays at 8 p.m.
Radio Theatre: Truman Ca- De Bellis CoUection: Stimulatpote reads from "In Cold ing record collection stressing
Blood," and "Rendezvous With Italian performances and comDeath," a drama of the sinking posers, hosted by the owner,
of the Lusitania are among the Frank De Bellis, and presented
presentations on F ridays at 9 on Mondays at 8:30p.m.
Northwestern Reviewing
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d
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ily of Michael James Coover
wish to thank our many friends
for their prayers expressions of
sympathy, and ~cts of kindness
at the loss of our son and brother "
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HIRAM SEZ'
WELCOME BACK Y'ALLI

enjoyed serving you last
year. I look forward b
serving you again this year.
All you new students come
too!
Watch For Our New Specials!
Featuring "INSTANT SERVICE" and Top Quality

r~,n ~PJE~.~~~!~!~
:.:.

PHONE 626-9910
Weekdays 7 a.m. - 11 p.m. Fri. & Sat: 7 a .m. - 1 a .m.
56th St. & Hillsborou Ave.

Join the USF

BUY & SELL YOUR

TEXTBOOKS

YOUNG

UNIVERSITY EXCHANGE
BOOKSTORE, INC.

REPUBLICAN
CLUB

10024 • 30th St. (3 blocks North of
PHONE 932-7715
Busch Gardens)

HELP ELECT CLAUDE KIRK
GOVERNOR OF FLORIDA

Books for Trimester I on sale now. Get a discount card and save money.
GET YOURS NOW ••• DON'T WAIT

----------------- ¥.

-);•·

Also: We are the official retail textbook depository (:
~
for Hillsborough County Public Schools.

BELATED GREETINGS TO THE ORACLE

Be Sure To Be At The Meeting
Wed., Sept. 14 Room 203 CTR.

2.:00
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Board Of Regents Chairman
Outlines State U. System

Editorials And
Commentary

Speeding: Not Tolerated
A word for the wise for new members of the university: speed just
appropriate here. New students who enter this University may find
this a new and completely different experience and often tend to forget
a few things that they picked up during the past couple of years.
New students will soon discover, as many who have been here for
a while, that speeding on campus or off, is not tolerated by police.
It is true that in many areas of the state speed limits are posted
but not enforced. This is not true here.
In the city of Temple Terrace and on campus, speed limits are both
rested and enforced. In a few places on campus there is an abrupt drop
m the speed limits and it's often too easy not to let up on the gas.
Of course, it should be realized that the University is a heavily populated area and the speed limits are not set by arbitrary whim, but
logical and mature judgment.
We agree that in many cases 20 mile per hour seems unduly slow~pecially after getting off a 70 mile per hour super-highway, but here it
IS necessary.
Also such immature driving tactics as "scratching-off" or "dragging"
are not allowed here and students who habitually find this behavior
necessary to display their "superior" driving ability will also find that it
is economically unsound.
New students to the area might also note that drinking while driving
carries a severe punishment. Should you be arrested for driving while
intoxicated, you must post a $500 bond in Tampa to be released and
fines carry an equally severe punishment.
We are not attempting to impose our standards upon new students,
but merely explaining the situation.
We suggest adherence to the laws.
.

IS~'t

(Editor's note: The following is an
explanation of the operation of
Florida's State Board of Regents.
It was written especially for The
Oracle by the chairman of the
Board, Chester Ferguson. It has
been divided b1to two parts. The
second section of his explanation of
the Board will run in next week's
The Oracle.)
By CHESTER H. FERGUSON
Chairman, Board of Regents
First let me congratulate the
University of South Florida on its
program in the journalistic field.
Especially is this an exciting occasion because it marks the beginning of the University's first campus newspaper, "The Oracle." I
am sure that it will render a distinctive service in the training of
future journalists and enriching
the undergraduate program of the
University.
I certainly consider it a distinct
pleasure to be able to discuss the
functions and role of the Board of
Regents in higher education in

.,:m NOT GUARANTEED BY THE ORACLE

Sure Fire Rules For Good Grades
Would you like to get in good
with the professors, learn to take
notes and get good grades in the
process?
Various college publications
offer sure-fire rules for success.
Although The Oracle doesn't guarantee these, here are some collected
by the Syracuse University Daily
Orange:
•, The Yale Record offers a few
l;lints on note-taking:
THE P RO F E S S 0 R says:
"Probably the greatest quality of
the poetry of John Milton, who was
born in 1608, is its combination of
beauty and power. Few have excelled him in the use of the English
language, or for that matter, in lucidity of verse form. 'Paradise
Lost' is said to be the greatest
poem ever written.
You wl'ite down: "Milton rn 1608."

~

.f

I

The professor says: "When Lafayette first came to this country,
he discovered America, and Americans needed his help if their cause
was to survive, and this he promptly supplied them."
YOU WRITE DOWN: "Lafayette discovered America."
The professor says: "It is possible that we do not completely un·
derstand the Russian viewpoint.
You write down: "Professor
Snarf is a Communist."
The professor says: "Pages 7-15
are not required but will prove of
inestimable worth to the student in
preparing for the term examination."
You write down: "Omit pages
7-15."
This should give you a start,
and with a little practice notes like
these will result in an unusual
grade.

t!l

THE UNIVERSITY of Minnesota gave students instructions on
how to receive professors' jokes.
Four of the easiest steps to good
grades are listed:
1. Pretend to catch on.
2. Look thoughtful for a moment.
3. Break into a healthy chuckle.
4. Guffaw (loudly) if you deem
it necessary.
Be sure the book you read dur·
ing the lecture looks like a book
from the course. If you do math in
psychology class and psych in
math class, match the books for
size and color.
Ask any question you think he
can answer. Conversely, avoid announcing that you have found the
answer to any question he couldn't
answer, and in your brother's second reader at that.

J

THE PREGNANT UNMARRIED COED

Doctor: 'Abortion Risky'
By FLO FELTY
Sta,ff Writer
First in a four part series.
(Ed. note: We have in no respects tried to determine the
predominance of this problem, or
the actual number of cases that
occur at USF each year. Instead,
we have tried to explore this
problem, which is faced by many
girls throughou~ the country and
some coeds ou our campus.
We are not trying to teach
morality, but only try to explain
\ the present views of a doctor, the
administration, the girl towards
herself, and the possible solutions.
"I suspect that most girls who
become pregnant drop out of college before it becomes noticeable,"
Dr. Robert L. Egolf, director of the
Student Health Center said. But,
"USF is probably not as troubled
with this problem as other schools
because we are a comparatively
new school without the big time
party and intercollegiate sports
system. We have not attracted the
more frivilous yet. We are also
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closer to the Deep South conservatism."
The unmarried pregnant coed
seldom comes to the Health Cen·
ter. The Center does no pre-natal
care, and the girl is afraid that
news of her condition will reach official channels and she will be
forced out of school. Some girls
continue to remain in school, unnoticed as did the coed who was
taken to the hospital in labor, still
insisting that she wasn't pregnant.
THE CENTER has done some
pregnancy tests, but so far, have
had no positive results. One coed
came in three times during one trimester for the pregnancy tests.
She had been living with a man,
off-campus, with her parents
knowledge. She said that her parents didn't seem to mind, and that
they as a couple, often went home
for supper and the evening. Her
parents knew that if she got pregnant, they would get married.
There seems to be no special
time during the year when there
are more women coming into the
Center for checkups, said Dr.
Egolf. "Every weekend is a big
weekend when school is going full
blast. Many occur during or after a
party, especially if the girl has had
Httle -or no experience with alcohol
or LSD."
In dealing with these girls,
Egolf said that the Center's approach depended on the girl's emotional status before pregnancy. It
is often a "serious crisis" for the
unmarried girl and she might commit suicide. If she is mature
enough, and able to make realistic
plans, she can recuperate from the
emotional shock rapidly.
GENERALLY, and most commonly, the couple marries. Or, the
man pays for her support during
the stay in the hospital, and child
support, if the girl elects to keep
the baby after that. Very seldom,
although it has happened, the male
involved "flies the coop" for parts
unknown.
The main hardship for the girl
before the baby is the social stigma, Egolf said. After the baby, it

is economics. The parent's reaction to the "news" is nearly always
the same, said Egolf. At first it is
of disbelief, then the father calls
the doctor a "damn quack." But,
this too, depends on the relationship between the girl and the parents, Egolf stated. The second
reaction is nearly always of horror. The parents want to ship the
girl out of the state, or send her to
a home for unwed mothers - and
then they go looking for the male
involved with a shotgun.
EGOLF ESTIMATED that out
of every 10 unmarried pregnant
coeds, five would get married, two
will have an abortion, one and
one-half will keep the baby, and
one and one-half will put up the
child for adoption.
The incident of abortion in this
country is high. Egolf stated that
perhaps one out of four or five
pregnancies is terminated by an
abortion. One out of 10 is terminated in miscarriage, but no doctor
can make an estimate.
To get a legal abortion in the
United States, Egolf said that two
physicians must certify that the
abortion is necessary for the mental and physical health of the
mother. Only then can the obstetrician perform the abortion in a hospital. Any other operation to cause
a miscarriage is classified as a
criminal abortion.
"A girl risks her life, health,
and future child-bearing with the
possibilities of infection, blood poisoning, or bleeding to death. An
abortionist would probably rath~r
the girl die than for her to go to a
hospital where she might testify
against him," Egolf said.
When the girl doesn't know who
the father of her child is, she is either going to have the baby, or she
is not going to have the baby. Any
ethical physician would tell her to
go ahead and have the child, Egolf
said.
The b~nefits must be worth the
risk, Egolf said. But, both the male
and female should be aware of the
consequences, both emotionally
and financially, of a possible child.

Florida. I think this may best be
done by simply giving a broad yet
comprehensive statement of the
Board, its composition, duties and
responsibilities.
Higher education in Florida is
directed by the Board of Education, which consists of the Governor of the State of Florida, the Secretary of State, the Attorney General, the State Treasurer and the
Superintendent of Public Instruction.
As you can see, this Board is
made up of the top elected officers
of the State of Florida and as such
supervises all the actions of the
Board of Regents in the administration of higher education in Florida.
The Board of Education appoints each member of the Board
of Regents and may remove any
member for cause. The Board of
Education likewise has the duty of
confirming or rejecting the appointment of the Chancellor of the
University System and the presidents of the State Universities. It
also controls the fiscal policies of
the System and has the right to approve or disapprove the rules and
regulations adopted by the Board
of Regents for the operation and
direction of the University System.
All University property is owned
by the State Board of Education.
Thi's term "higher education"
must be defined to be understood.
It means the State supported and
operated institutions of higher
learning, offering four-year de·
grees and graduate and professional degrees.
At the present time there are
five existing universities which
make up the University System,
which are the University of Florida at Gainesville, the Florida State
University and Florida Agricultural and Mechanical University, both
located at Tallahassee, the University of South Florida, and Florida
Atlantic University at Boca Raton.
Two additional universities are
now being built and will open for
acceptance of students in the immediate future. These are the University of West Florida at Pensacola and the Florida Technological
University at Orlando.
Each of the universities has a
definite role and scope which is
delineated and defined by the
Soard of Regents, subject to the
supervision of the Board of Education as above specified.
The Board of Regents is a body
corporate, established by an Act of
the Florida Legislature in 1963,
and as such it possesses all the
powers of a body corporate for the
purposes created by that law. The
Board maintains its office of record in Tallahassee, and the Chancellor and the Corporate Secretary
reside in Tallahassee. The Board
itself consists of nine members,
appointed by the Governor and approved by the Board of Education,

from the State at large, representative of the geographical areas of
the State. No two members may
reside in any one county.
All members must be residents
and citizens of Florida for a period
of at least 10 years prior to their
appointment. The initial term of
the Board constituted staggered
terms of one to nine years. As respective terms expire, new appointments will be for a nine-year
term, except in case of a vacancy,
which appointment shall be for the
unexpired term.
The powers and duties of the
Board of Regents may tersely be
specified as follows:
The Board has jurisdiction to
govern, regulate, coordinate and
oversee the several institutions
and agencies included in the state
University System.
The Board is primarily a policy-making Board, establishing the
policies of the University System
by rules and regulations adopted
by it, and delegating sufficient authority both to the Chancellor and
to the heads of the institutions and
agencies so that they shall be fully
responsible for the management of
the several institutions.
The Board of Regents, with the
concurrence of the State Board of
Education, shall have authority to
appoint and remove the Chancellor
and the head of each institution or
agency in the State University System.
The Board, with concurrence of
the State Board of Education, shall
establish, locate and name new institutions or branches of institutions in the State University System, the establishment of which

has been authorized by the Legislature.
The Board of Regents, with the
concurrence of the State Board of
Education, shall establish broad
policies relating to the admission
of students and to the types of programs and service to be provided
in the State Univerity System.
The Board of Regents shall
hear appeals from personnel in the
State University System, including
students and applicants for admission, provided that the appeals are
made under the rules and regulations prescribed by the Board.
The Board of Regents shall provide for a plan of continuous review and evaluation of the statewide off-campus Continuing Education program, and shall recognize continuing education programs both on and off campus as a
normal function of the universities
in the State University System.
The Board of Regents shall by
rules and regulations provide procedures for the administration of
Florida Regents Scholarships.
The Board of Regents is organized as follows:
The corporate officers shall be
the Chairman, the Vice-Chairman,
and the Corporate Secretary. The
Chairman and Vice - Chairman
shall be elected to four-year terms
at the first regular eeting after December 31, 1964, and shall assume
office immediately upon election.
Elections may be held at such
other meetings as may be necessary to fill vacancies, and the officers who are elected at such elections shall serve until the tirne of
the next regular election. Officers
may succeed themselves.

Rock Crushing Machines
Are Equally 'Pleasing'
EDITOR:
At the present time coin operated juke boxes are contained in the
cafeterias on campus. These machines have pleasing esthetic qualities,
both auditory and visual. This proposal involves an improvement over
the present condition.
I recommend that the existing juke boxes be replaced with rock
crushing machines. Several advantages would ensue, notable that the
sound patterns produced would sometimes be rhythmically periodic and
sometimes irregular. Thus a greater variety of sounds would be available to the connoisseur of musical and/or rhythmic patterns.
Furthermore, it is possible (although unlikely) that the sound volume of a rock crushing machiM will exceed the sound of a juke box;
if this becomes the case of some of the less pleasing sounds in the
cafeterias will be drowned out more than they are with the existing
juke boxes.
Perhaps a committee will be appointed to investigate this proposal.
After some deliberation the committee may find itself involved in the
technicality of locating a supply of rocks. This in fact becomes another
benefit in the suggestion.
A pile of rocks is conveniently located on Crescent Hill; these rocks
could be removed from Crescent Hill and placed in the proposed rock
crushing machines as an improvement on the appearance of the campus.
Perhaps a responsible committee could act to put this multifaceted
suggestion into effect.
Frank Sokolove
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Artist Series Offers Colorful Musical Bouquet
'A bouquet of musical pleasure
will unfold during the 1966-67
Artist Series Concerts.
USF students and the general
public will be treated to a host
of world famous musicians,
singers and dancers in a series
of concerts reflecting variety
and good planning.
On Oct. 27 one of the nation's
leading mezzosopranos w i 11
begin the series in a concert.
Shirley Verrett, internationally known for her recent portrayal of Carmen and Jocasta,
is also one of the most soughtafter concert soloists and recitalists. She has made more than
a hundred appearances each
year during her nationwide concert tours.
Miss Verrett was chosen by

Leonard Bernstein as a soloist
for the opening concert in Philharmonic Hall and has since appeared with Bernstein there in
the famous Young People's concerts.
At Lincoln Center she created
the title role in the world premiere of Hugo Weisgall's "Athaliah, Queen of Judea" with the
Concert Opera Association in
_
. Feburary, 1964.
The following concert on Nov.
17 will present the lyric tenor,
Walter Carringer.
In the few short years of his
professional career he has become known as one of America's outstanding singers. His
first professional engagement
as soloist with the Robert Shaw
Chorale led to his demand as a

soloist in oratorio and choral
works.
Following his London recital
debut in 1958 and his Town Hall
debut in 1959, Carringer toured
extensively in the United States
and Canada and appears frequently at the most important
American summer festivals
with many of the nation's leading orchestras.
On Dec. 8 in the midst of
Christmas shopping and studying for exams, concert goers
will hear the Claudio Arrau concert. Arrau, a master pianist, is
said to have llie biggest repertoire of any of the major pianists appearing before the public
today.
Arrau l1as won acclai,m as a
Beethoven interpreter. Some

think he is one of the greatest of
all time. But it was once estimated that if Arrau put every·
thing together he can play he
could give 00 different programs without repeating a
piece.
On Jan. 12 Helen McGehee
will appear as soloist with her
company in a program of her
own works.
She is soloist and first dancer
of the Martha Graham Compa-·
ny and has taken part in all the
tours of the Graham Company.
She has had leading roles in the
films of Martha Graham and is
also responsible for the original
costumes of "One More Gaudy
Night" and for the women's costumes for "Clytemnestra." She
designs the costumes for her

own works.
She has spent several years in
Europe where, primarily in
Paris, she introduced the Graham technique and gave solo recitals.
Following Mss McGehee will
be the Paris Chamber Orchestra with Paul Kuentz conducting on Feb. 5. Adolf Scherbaum
will be trumpet soloist. This is a
superb ensemble of 15 instruments performing works from
the 17th to the 20th centuries.
The instrumentation of the
group normally consists of
seven violins, two cellos, one
double bass, and either piano,
clavichord or organ.
To this basic unit may be
added wind instruments to
achieve the combinations de-
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Construction Worker?
With Ute recent emphasis on equality, it
seemed auppropriate that USF Senior Gail
Reeves try her vocati~nal skills in construe-

tion work. Gail, who is a former 1\liss Clearwater, decided later that it wast strictly a
job for males.

Student Association's Plans .
(Continued from Page 1)
crease sparked a lively debate in the legislature last
spring when some representatives learned of the executive
grants only when Harper
asked for the increase. The
legislature eventually approved the request but approval of this and the rest of
the student budget didn't
come until May.•

Interviews Set
The organizations listed below
will be interviewing in the
Placement Office (ADM 280) on
the dates as indicated. Contact
Placement Office, ext. 612, for
descriptions and interviews.
OCT. 10 - Bogue, Taylor &
Edenfield, accountants; Pratt Whitney Aircraft, engineering
research; Chevron Chemical
Co., trainee; Montenegro & Co.,
accountants; Aetna Life and
Casualty, various.
OCT. 11- F. W. Woolworth &
Co., trainees; Ernst and Ernst,
accountants; Women's Army
Corps, commission program;
Owens - Corning Fiberglass,
sales; Sperry ll'licrowave Elec·
tronics Co., technical; 1st Federal Savings & Loan, St. Petersburg, mgt. trainee; Retail Credit Co., investigators.
OCT. 12 - Mobil Chemical
Co., geologists, chemists; U.S.
Naval Oceanographic, oceanographer eng.. Radiation, Inc,
accountants, engineers; Pan
Am. Petroleum Corp, technical;
Travelers Ins. Co., various;
OCT. 13 - Fla. Power &
Light Co., engineers & various;
Upjohn Co., sales; General
Electric Co., sales; Fla. Merit
System, various; U.S. Forest
Service, various (also Oct. 14)
OCT. U - Arthur Anderson &
Co., accountants; Tennessee
Valley Authority, technical;
Procter & Gamble, technical;
Honeywell (Minneapolis), technical.

The allocation of student
funds is detailed in the southeast university center on the
SA bulletin board.
THE NEW Attorney General_has not been officially appointed but if plans for the office's creation go smoothly,
political science major Don
Gilford (3LA) will be the Attorney General. Gifford said
the new cabinet officer will
"look for inconsistencies and
be an expert on the Student
Association constitution. He
will act as the president's' liaison to any constitution revision groups in the SA legislature.
At least one function will be
to represent the legislature or
the executive of the SA before
the Student Court of Review,
the final student authority on
the constitution. The court refused to hear, this summer,
a r t i c 1 e s of impeachment
against two chronically absent
legislators because of inadequate preparation by the prosecution.
THE COURT also cited
vague and inadequate minutes
of the SA meeting passed the
articles as another shortcoming.
The proposed Department
of Commuter Affairs is the
least defined of Harper's new
offices. Harper said in July
that its basic goal would be to
involve the commuter in ex-
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much later, when the contrac- scattered through the f!~ivertors pouring concrete for the sity Center and the adm1mstranew buildings gave them some tion building. Orchestra, band,
and chorus rehearsals were
left-overs.

USF's Placement Services division arranges job interviews
for graduating seniors, master's
degree candidates, and alumni.
During the 1965-66 academic
year, 149 different organizations
c125 businesses and governmental agencies and 24 school systerns) cond~cted. a total of 214
on-campus mterv1ews. These organizat.ions come from al~ over
the Umted States to recrUit and
interview graduating seniors,
master's degree candidates, and
alumni.
Placement Services anticipate
a record of more than 200 organizations will conduct oncampus interviews during Trimesters I and II of the 1966-67
school year.
Starting salaries for USF
graduates range from $475 to
$675 per month for students accepting business, industry, and
governmental positions.
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All the Credit
YOU Need!
Open an account
in minutes

CONVENIENT TERMS

Salaries for Education majors
range from $4,000 to $5,600 per
year.
Recruiting for Trimester I begins Oct. 3. Graduating students
should register with Placement
Services approximately one
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The climax of this season will
be the outstanding Bach Aria
Group on April 5. William H.
Scheide is the director. This ensemble is the only one of its
kind in the United States. Up to
its formation, no professional
group existed which could devote its time and energy to the
demands of the great repertoire
which comprises Bach's major
creative work.
The Bach Aria Group, placing
renowned instrumental a n d
vocal soloists on equal footing,
enables them to perform this
Bach repertoire.
All performances will be
given in the University Theatre.
Reserved subscription tickets or
individual tickets may be purchased.

Its Result

Record 200 Firms Plan
• •
Campus Job Interviews
such

tracurricular activities
as "serving as a clearinghouse for arranging car pools
and perhaps sponsoring the
'communter night' at the University with a dance or entertainment specifically for the
commuter," as Harper
termed it then.
The three new presidential
assistants will not be appointed simultaneously. Harper
said he will appoint only an
advisor to the cabinet immediately. The Executive Board,
consisting of key student leaders both inside the SA and
outside, and the college councils ,for the University's five
colleges eventually will have
presidential liaisons also, but
the Board and the councils
are just getting on their feet
again after a period of decline
in 1965.
The president said the assistants would "make recommendations on the course of
legislative business - referred
to their cabinet," the Board,
or the college councils. They
would speak for the three
areas before the legislature.
The first meeting of the
new legislature is tentatively
scheduled for Thursday, Oct.
6.

sired for the presentation of
more complex music. Thus, the
ensemble maintains a flexibility
and virtuosity that enables it to
perform works of all styles and
periods.
The Fine Arts Quartet, whose
concert will be March 16, features Leonard Sorkin, violin;
Abram Loft, violin; Gerald
Stanick, viola; George Sopkin,
cello.
This group has been called one
of America's great ensembles
presenting outstanding performances of the string quartet literature.
One distinctive feature of the
quartet is their instruments
which date from the 17th and
18th centuries and were made
by master craftsmen.

crafted b~
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200.00

These rings were especially
made for people who
would like to have a large.
diamond at a reasonable
price (eye perfect quality).
18 new styles to choose from.

20 BRUNSWICK LANES e BILLIARDS
e NURSERY e SNACK BAR
• FREE INSTRUCTIONS

TEMPLE
LANES
HJ. WOLF, Manager
5311 TEMPLE TERRACE HWY.
TEMPLE TERRACE, FlA.
PHONE 988-4338

Don't miss the boat
t

More than 200 companies and agencies
will start job interviews at USF soon.
Don't let career opportunities sail off and
leave you stranded at the dock because you
didn't find out WHAT firms have what positions you may want.

8875 Florida Ave.
NORTH GATE
SHOPPING CENTER

$225.00

DON'T DELAY - PLAN TODAY
FOR THAT CAREER TOMORROW

Visit or Call

USF Placement Services
ADM. 280 Ext. 612
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Lefties Have Few Problems
~
Well
(Bump,
Ouch)
Hardly
Any
I
I

,
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250-Po~n d Swinger
Shows Earth's Spin
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USF has a 250-pound "swinger" on campus, but it swings in the interest of science.
The swinger is a Foucault pendulum suspended from the roof of the Physics Building and is dramatic evidence that the earth
is rotating. The pendulum is so suspended
that it can be set in motion in any direction
or plane.

~

U

ACCORDING TO the laws of motion, a
body set in motion will remain in motion
unless acted on by an outside force. A pendulum mounted over the North Pole and set
swinging will continue to swing in its predetermined plane. However, with the passage of time, the plane will appear to
shift, east to west, as the earth's floor rotates beneath it. The rate of shift is 15 degrees per hour, making a complete 360 degree turn in 24 hours.
If the same pendulum were suspended
over the equator and set swinging, there
would be no change in the plane of the
swing. The pendulum would be carried
around with the rotation of the earth.
Traveling north from the equator, the
variation of the swing of the pendulum, with
respect to the earth beneath it, will vary
from infinity to 24 hours for one 360 degree
turn.
AT THE LATITUDE of Tampa (28 degrees) the time for one complete rotation is
51 hours, 6 minutes. This makes the deviation approximately 7 degrees per hour in a
clockwise direction.
The pendulum is named after the famous
French physicist, Jean Bernard Leon Foucault, its designer.
Dr. Clarence C. Clark, Professor Emeritus of Physical Science at USF, was responsible for getting the pendulum for USF.
Clark said that his purpose was twofold; to
have this instrument in connection with
such courses as physical science and astronomy, and to provide, on the campus,
public relations interest and attraction.
Many have heard of the pendulums,
Clark went on to say, but few have seen
them. There are only a few in the United
States, and the only one of any consequence
in Florida is at USF.
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eventually the girl succeeded.
She had planned to be ambidextrous.
-Oracle Photo by Tony Zappone
Awkwardly, it didn't work out
that way - for somehow it
grew harder and harder to ' use
the right hand. Ultimately, it
USF Senior Becky Moore challenged the
became impossible The girl is
·
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only
a momentary mystery. De· right-handed one, anyway.
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spite the Lefties' belief that the Even the common three-ring "serving on the left." On camOTHER FOUCAULT pendulums known and marble floor for the pendulum. The
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Sometimes a friend can be dent entering college is caught they are faced with the accepfound to turn the handle, but not in a conflict between his tance of responsibility, seniors,
Sixteen counties and more ter. A few of the conferences even this is always satisfactory. upbring~g and the pressures of ?ecaus~ they are faced with the
than 1,000 people participate in held this summer were: Florida A most unfriendly spirit of college life.
msecurlty o~ the future.
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tion is another area of conflict. al material. This will help them
· ·,,·
.
persons, and during verification duced.
tanc~ to USF Js reqmred f~r room Teachers. Conference p:o· One grrl sheeptshly mentions The student is exposed to new to mature and to continue their
Please ~register me for (a series of "dry-runs") there "
,
cred1t courses but non-credit grams have been. ~eld With a less - than • practical ability ideas which cause him to evalu· education throu hout th · li
courses 238o9, 54771, 54607, and could be mistakes which could S ~~~-we really . want,. says courses can be taken by anyone. from 12 to 1,000 partJctpants.
which she once demonstrated to
g
err ves.
54846."
cause a onizin
roblems both p~m, ~~ ~e ma~Imum m rna- Teachers, businessmen, and
. . her psychology class at St. Pe"Thank you. One
t
g
g p
chme efficiency With an appro- engineers can take credit cours- A SCHEDULE of Contmumg tersburg J · C ll
"I
momen to programmers and students
. t
f
' .
t"
f
th' fall
uruor o ege.
can
please."
· prla e ai~lOunt 0 the milk of es toward a master's degree in Ed
. uca Jon con ere~ces ts.
write upside down and baGkPause
t ~nedce set _u~ htiowever,dchompdu- huallman kmdness' to ?elp in. the the counties served by USF's mcludes ~ ~elevls1onf semmfar, wards at the same time."
"
·
..
enz reg1s a on cou1 an 1e re y rough, atyp1cal s1tua- Continuing Education Center.
spac~ wor s op, con erence or
.
,
.
Thank you for wa1tmg. Your up to 50,000 students and make tions."
nursmg home personnel, a po· All m all, USF s Lefties are
classes are all open, and you the operation simple and easy
CREDIT COURSES follow the lice institute, and conferences content with their lot. The Physare now enrolled. You will be for everyone.
regular campus trimester calen- for teachers of foreign languag- ical Education Department probilled in the next several days.·~ Three statements known as
dar while non-credit courses are es, science, social science, and v i ~ e s sufficient l~ft-handed
Soun~s too good to be true. "Murphy's Laws" must be
offered for both short and long English. Hall said many new eqwpment, the physiCal plant
Acc?rdmg to ~r. Frank H. clearly understood to discuss in·
periods. Credit courses meet courses would probably be ~re~ents. en?u~h . desks, ~nd
Spam, l!SF RegJStrru:, such a telligently the computer and
once a week in the afternoon or opened in the fall.
life s rnl~Or JrrJtation_s are JUSt
registrat~on system will be not com uterized s stems accordevening in facilities especially
...
that - mmor. If pencil sharpenonly desirable, but necessary as ing ~0 Don S ~
t
Th U .
.t , Pl t .
for USF or In available schools BAY CAMPUS facilities for:_ ers and telephone booths and
student enrollment continues to
.
c. ere, ~soci~ e
e mversJ Ys ane.arium in the area
continuing education for ele-1----__::__ _ _ __
climb
Registrar at Indiana Uruverstty. opened Sept. 11 for the new aca·
.
.
mentary school teachers are to _ __...- - - - - - - .
.
They are:
demic year.
Business, education, engmeer.
Computers will play an essen.
.
.
.
.
ing, and liberal arts courses are be mcreased. The Bay Campus
tial role In such a system, and I. Nothing IS as easy as 1t Pubhc programs Will be pre· ff red . Ch 1 tt
DeS0 t0 currently offers a course in
1
registration could become a looks.
sented at 2:30 p.m. each Sun· Ho ed
Hn
ardo eH, . hi a ' oceanography as a recent addi·
.
"' ee,
ernan
11< ••Or·
'• tion.
•
matter of seconds-per-student- II. E verythmg
takes longer day• WI'th .September programs Hillsborough
Lee o,Manatee
TE co
or even students-per-second.
than you think it will.
on the subJect "The Skys of Au- ange Osceoia P~sco Pin~llas Plans for extending the Bay
Two basic plans are presently III. If anything can go wrong, tumn."
Polk, Saraso~ Sem'inole and Campus curriculum include
under consideration for possible it will.
In addition to the regular Sun- Sumter countie;
courses in engineering and busiuse at USF, says Spain, and the To illustrate, Dr. Spain points day afternoon presentations,
·
ness. ·
system will likely be installed out the case of the student who special daytime presentations BANKERS, churches, engi· Further information may be
by 1970. Named after the uni- went through computerized reg- can be scheduled by clubs and neers and industrial groups are obtained at the Continuing Eduversities where they first were istration and found himself en- other groups. Reservations can among those that attend the cation office in the University
used, they are the "Indiana rolled for 120 hours - in one se· be made by calling the Plane- non-credit courses, conferences Center. The office is open daily
.
Plan" and the "Purdue Plan," mester!
'
tarium, 988-4131, ext. 580.
and seminars set up by the Cen- from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
.-.
respectively.
Initially, there will admittedly
·
RINGS
DIAMQND
The Indiana Plan uses special be some problems . . . On the
.
.
..
.
telephon_es co~nect~d directly to other hand, though, there will
TRUST YOUR CAR
the Registrars Office. The Pur- be no long standing in lines.
due Plan also is computerized, There is a wealth of addition·
'£/ JrL
ARTHUR YATES
TO THE MAN WHO
but without telephones and al- al problems to be solved says
trDDA/''[
CORDIALLY
INVITES
lowing for relatively little Spain and these will be l~rgely
L..fln Ill.. i.
WEARS
STAR
USF friends and new•
choice of schedule by the stu- -,;:=·~~:;;:;:;;:;::;;:;:;::;:::::~
comers to watch for
dent. I! is for th.is reason t_hat
for The SPRITE In Your
the Indiana Plan IS more destraLif1 8 at BAY AUTO
the GRAND OPENble from the student's point of
uy
ING
of our attractive
view. Dr. Spain also favors this
SALES & SERVICE, LTD.
• Complete Lubrication with
new
store at Dale
system.
The Tampa Bay Area'5
each Oil Change.
Mabry and Neptune.
The introduction of "thirdLargut Franchi5ed Dealer.
• Do It Yourself Car Wath
generation" computers take up
MEANWHILE: BusiVacuum, Soap and Water
be necessary to installing the
Provided.
ness as usual at 1517
"super-system," according to
• Pick Up & Delivery for
So.
Dale Mabry.
Spain.
All Maintenance Work for
T h e so - called "t h i r d
Students & Faculty.
generation, computers take up
a minimum of space and CONTESSA • • • FROM $150
more important - can perform
a variety of tasks simultaneously, says John Rutherford, USF
BEST PRICES
Data Processing. In addition to
BEST SERVICE
COMPLETE PARTS
registering students, the com1517 So. Dale Mabry
puter will also have to able to
BAY AUTO SALES &
9386 - 56th St.
988-1112
perform operations such as pay.
Ph. 253-3577
2911
E.
Fowler
Ave.
SERVICE, LTD. INC.
roll, research, and other funcOpen Friday Until 9:00 p.m.
3500 FLORIDA AVE.
PHONE
932-3387
tions.
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It is our wish
that our firm·
may continue to be
"PARTNERS IN
PROGRESS"·

AUTO SERVICE·
CENTER
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WELCOME-to USF
FACULTY and STUDENTS
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.FREE!

Our Friendly bank is always
Large Enough To Serve You
Small Enough To Know You
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YATES JEWELERS

See Us Today • You'll Be Glad You Did
MEMBER F.D.I.C.
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CB .Advisers Devote Long
Hours To Underclassmen
The College of Basic Studies' in the College of Basic Studies courses and physical education
.
' .
. .
Corps of Advisers devoted ap- which calls for the assignment umts were postponed indefimte·
h
1
nd
d
t
ft
proximately 13,000 man hours of of freshmen and sop omores to Y a
stu en s o en accumucurricular advising last year to one of a group of faculty advis- lated as many as 100 hours
freshmen and sophomore stu- ers trained and experienced in without qualifying for upper
.
.
.
dents. The time represents the area m which the student level programs.
.
t
t
·
·
d
a bout 200 hours per tnmes er proposes o maJor, lS a epar- Owlng to rapid increase in en·
for each faculty adviser in the ture from practices WhiCh Ob·
·
corps
tained prior to the fall term of rollment and growmg curricular
·
.
d
complexities, the University ad1964. At that time stu ents were i . tr r
. th fall f 1964
.Although most of the hours assigned for academic advising m n_ts a IOn m e
O
are used for program planning
ul decided to inaugurate a more
to all members of the fac ty,
d
ed d . .
sessions with individual stu- including deans of the colleges formal an structur a Vtsmg
·
· program at the freshman and
dents • other hours are spent m
Thus, advising was loosely oradvisers' staff meetings, re- ganized and often ineffectual
sophomore level.
viewing student records of edu·
.
.
Students tended to gravitate H. M. Robertson, Coordmator
cational progress, Correspon- t d .
h e e m·terested of Adv!S·I'ng for the College of
·
ll d
0 a VISers W 0 W r
dence concernmg
enro e or . stude t problems regardless Basic Studies was authorized to
prospective students, meetings m
n . ,
.
'tt f d ·
to
'th th
f d ·
Of the adVISerS competence In Se1ect a sta 0 a VlSerS
W1
e parents o a VISees,
. ular· matters Some advis- work with students enrolled in
and preparing revised curricu currie
.
- ers were swamped because of the College of Basic Studies. Selar
worksheets
to
r
e
f
l
e
c
t
.
.
. others re- lect10n
. was made m
. terms of m·
h
.
.
.
their popularity while
c anges m variOUS ma]!)rs.
fused to accept any responsibili- terest in curricular advising
·
· d
t t'
The present advising program ty for advising. Basic Stud1es and m a equate represen awn
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1. AUTOMOTIVE

from the various instructional PS, PB, AT, Radio, Heater; Like New;
.
,
$2,100, Contact: Oon Walker, 1575 10th St.
areas of the Umversity.
so., Safety Harbor, Fla., Ph. 726-2948, or
contact CTR. 224, Oracle Adv. Officer.
AT PRESENT 23 f ult
• ·.
ac Y ~~~~ s~~~~c~~~!,Tri~~~1 ,2~ c~o~~ft~:;
members devote ~Ither one- S325. Contact: Oon Walker, 1575 lOth st.
fourth or one-half time to aca- so.• Safety Harbor, Fla.; Ph. 726-2948, or
.
. . .
contact CTR 224, Oracle Adv. Office.
dem1c adVISing In the College of 196-1 Yamaha 55cc w·electrlc starter $!25
Basic Studies
Ext. 2229.
·
.
•
. , . For Sale: 1960 Fiat 600, For Quick Sale,
Essentially the responsibility S135 Jim R. Crosley. ca ll 935-3654.
of the corps of advisers is to FOR SALE: l965 Honda Moler Bike, used
OM veer original cost· $300 but will tell
lead the advisee, through sound for s2oo: Helmet and saddle beg and
program planning to a timely small luggage ba~ !~luded. See Muriel
•
s. Mullins, 1875 MtssrsSIPPi Ave., St. Pete.
admission to the upper level Phone 525-1670 or oracle Advertising otf h' h ·
Th d flee, x620.
program 0 lS C 01ce.
e a viser is concerned with any 3. FOR RENT
blem ff ti the tudent's
pro . a ec ng
s
For Rent Unfurnished four rm apt, Prl·
edUCational progress and he va09te EWntrance and bath, Electric Kitchen.
f
f
,
b 31
· Commanche. Evening and Sun·
o ten re ers students With pro - day call 8J.7·4801 Days 223-3265 Mrs. Wier.
]ems outside his competence to House For Rent 3br 1 baJh, screened
. .
porch, a<, ref, stove, & washer furnished
sources of specialized help.
. S90 mo. 988-5789 J. B Hooper Rt. 6-Box
47~.
In the College ot Basic
Stud'tes, a dVISing
· · IS
· regarded . as
an extension of the teachmg
f f
d f th t
all
• • •
unc IOn an or a reason
members of the Corps of advis·
(Continued from Page 1)
. .
ers are aIs0 t eachers. AdVISing
of lower division students munications Commission to
should be looked upon as a begin construction and instalweaning process _ a freshman lation of a transmitter which
needs and deserves more atten- will boost its power output

WUSf

~ho: ty~i~:~cep;~~~~~~:. does ~~~s. 1,000

IUSF

Photo>

'Sorry, Section 03 Is Closed'
Prof. Henry Robertson, center, Coordinator of Advisbtg in the College of Basic Studies,
assists Ronald Riegels, OB3 and Gail McCaskiU, CB2, in solving their schedule conflicts.

Surrimer. Activities
Roundup Presented
.
Ed. note - In order to fill you
in what happened in and around
USF during the summer, in
case you weren't here, the following roundup of news is presented
·
As the summer trimester
ended on August 2 there was
controversy over the "delayed
appointment" to ~e USF faculty ?f Dr. C~l Fisher, former
assistant Hillsborough County
School Superintendent.
Fisher was sent a contract
. ed b P .d t All
th
sign
Y resl en
en on e
afternoon of July 22. Later that
day, it was stated, Allen sent
a~other . letter to" F~sher notifym? him t~at this c~cels
earher letter and that Flsher
had not necessarily been assured of a position of the faculty.
Fisher charged that "political
pressure" had cost him the ap·
pointment as a professor of education in the Continuing Education Division of USF.
Fisher was "fired" from his
post on the county school board
on April 5, when the Hillsborough County School Board abolished his office. He attributed
the board's action to the fact
that he "questioned the practices and procedures of the school
administration."
Fisher had been instrumental
in revealing a discrepancy in
school lunchroom commodities
in the county.
The final outcome was a committee of USF faculty members
recommended that Fisher be
appointed.
They said they found that employment of Fisher "would not
lead to embarrassment for the
University."
'
President Allen accepted the

University Gets
Big OEO Grant
The University has been
awarded a grant of $32,797 by
the Office of Economic Opportunity to provide training in nonprofessional occupations for 30
migrant workers.
Speech, math, writini: and
reading will be included in the
six·week training program. The
program will be conducted at
the University's Center for Continuing Education in St. Petersbur~.

.
.
committee recommendation and
.
d
r·
t•
f F. ..
au,th oriZe con Irma Ion o lS.,er s contract.
IN OASE YOU don't know it
already the prefixes of all Uni'
versity buildings were changed
last summer.
• * *
MIOHAEL JAMES COOVER
20, USF student, was killed Jul;
16, when the car he was driving
overturned on Fowler Avenue
near 30th street.
A
. th
,..
passenger m e car, .cruce
Tilley, also a USF student, was
. . d
InJUre ·
• • •
A STATE INVESTIGATION
of USF purchasing practices
was touched off when vne firm

12 RUIes

.
.. .
charged that b1d specifications
dr
.
h
t
were . awn m s~c a v:ay as o
m~e It almo~t Impossi~le for a
vanety of firms to bld. ~h~
con:pany charged t_hat speciflcations favored a r1val company.
As a result of the probe, a
re-bid o~ the furniture. was or·
dered Wlth the protes~ng com~any, H~k and Holtsmg~r _offlee f_urmture company, wmmng
the bid.
• • •
BERMAN J BRAMES was
•
appointed Center Administrator
for the University's Bay Campus in St. Petersburg.
Prior to his appointment,
Brames was Resident Instructor
in Beta Hall.

sUg gest

H0 w T0 Br •I ng up
DeI•• n q u en t ch.•Id
Through the courtesy of the
Houston, Tex. Police Department we bring you the following "Twelve Rules for
Raising Delinquent Children."

1. Begin with infancy to
give the child everything he
wants. In this way he will
grow up to believe the world
owes him a living.
2. When he picks up bad
words, laugh at him. This will
make hjm think he's cute, It
will also encourage him to
pick up "cuter" phrases that
will blow off the top of your
head later,
3· Never give him any spir·
itual trabting. Wait until he is
21 and then let him "decide
for himself."
4. Avoid the use of the word
"wrong." It may develop a
guilt complex. This will condi·
tion him to believe later,
when he is arrested for stealing a car, that society is
against him and he is being
persecuted:
5. Pick up everything he
leaves lying around - books,
shoes, clothing. Do everything
for him so that he will be experienced in throwing all responsibility on others.
6. Let him read any printed
matter .he can get his hands

on. Be careful that the silverware and drinking glasses are
sterilized, but let his mind
feast on garbage.
7. Quarrel frequently in the
presence of your children. In
this way they will not be too•
shocked when the home is
broken up later.
8. Give a child all the
spending money he wants.
Never let him earn his own.
Why should he have things as
tough as you had them?

9. Satisfy his every craving
for food, drink, and comfort.
See that every sensual desire
is gratified. Denial may lead
to harmful frustration.
10. Take his part against
neighbors, teachers, policeme.n. They are all prejudiced
against your child.
11. When he gets in real
trouble, apologize for yourself
by saying, "I never could do
anything with him."
12. Prepare for a life of
grief. You will be likely to
have it.
We propose a 13th rule: Assume that these rules apply to
other parents, but not to you.
(Copied from The Brandon
News, by permission of Editor, Clarence F. Sallee.)

' FOR RENT (Cont.)

watts to 5,000

The transmitter will be inCurricular advising is not psychotherapy. Advisers, to be stalled in the new 1,024 foot
sure, are interested in a stu- tower which has just been
dent's well being and the contri- constructed at Riverview. The
bution it makes toward his aca- 50 foot tower on top of the lidemic success. However, the brary will be used to beam
adviser cannot assume responsi- the signal to the Riverview
bility for a student's well being. transmitter which will then
Services available to students " juice up" the power.
through the Developmental CenEXPLAINING THE effect
ter are vital, but they ought not
be confused with curricular ad- of the power boost, Brady said,
"Actually we'll have 21,000
vising.
watts of radiated power due
In the College of Basic Studies to location of the transmitter
the attitude prevails that advis- and tower. Whereas now we
ing should not be compulsory are limited to the Tampa Bay
for all students. The role of the area and slightly beyond for
adviser is that of an interested those with good receivers, we
guide whose suggestions are expect to cover five to seven
available for the asking. Final counties."
decisions for courses of action,
Program expansion is next
and responsibility for carrying
on
the list for radio after the
them out, reside exclusively
power boost according to
with the student.
Brady,
The beginning student will
"The first thing we'll do Is
sometimes make an unrealistic
choice of educational objective. extend our hours of operation.
Eventually we'll broadcast on
Most commonly an unwise sethe weekend also."
lectiOii is prompted by attracPotential audience for the
tion to prestige professions
(medicine, engineering, astro- stations is considered excelphysics, etc.), by efforts to ful- lent since ten colleges and
fill parental ambitions, or by a universities are within the redesire to act on the advice of ception area.
well meaning friends. In many
BECAUSE THE stations are
of these situations the adviser educational they carry no
must engage in a subtle down- commercial advertising but
grading of student aspiration in are supported by tax dollars.
an effort to bring about a more
Program schedules a r e
realistic choice of ma,ii>r.
available from the stations'
Students are advised against studios or by mail in the case
that which does not appear to of radio Radio has a monthly
be I·n th . b t ed ti al . _
•
err es
uca on m mailing of program guides
terest, but no student is coerced Anyone can get on the mailin~
in the matter of selecting an ob- list by simply calling the stajective.
tion. There is no charge.
The problem of btdecision - - - - - - - - - - .
.
about a choice of maJor affects
many students at the freshman
and sophomore level. Occasionally the undecided student is the
one who has a wide variety of
aca~emic interests and the capaclty and aptitudes to succeed
in any one of several areas.
Other un·committed students
h
th
ui ·t b'l'ty
may ave e req Sl e a 11
to do successful college work
but remain_ apathetic because
they. have little interes~ in _academic study. Students m either
of these groups impose special
problems for the faculty advlser.
Finally, many of the students
at USF come from homes where
Parents did not have an opportunity for college education.
These students are as a rule
more dependent upon advisers
for information about the transition from high school to college
and about practices and procedures within the University.
In this instance the goal of the
adviser is essentially the same
as that of the faculty at large,
that is, encouraging students to
accept increasing responsibility
for decisions, recognizing that
such responsibility contributes
to greater maturity and independence.

rooms & bath, $20 a week. 10610 Nebras· Junior stand1ng or higher science maJor
ka Avenue
student to act as representative for establlshed scientific laboratory supply firm.
S FOR SALE
Please send full resume and grade aver·
.
age with initial correspondence, p o Box
1202, cocoa Beach, Florida.
· ·
FOR SALE: Sky diving rio - complete. 11 WAuTED
Call 93S·W3.
.
''FOR SALE 27' Mills custom Sloop,
Sleeps ~. Head, Galley, Complete equip. WANTED - Baptist students and f~culty
ment, Beautiful condition; sacrifice to attend B.s.u. meetings. Call 988-6-487
S1.900. Phone 98 8-549~
for information.
Beautiful mobile home, 2·bedroem 10x42, WMted: 200 Organizations lookrno for
so ft. cement slab cab•na screened, lot YOU. Contact Placement ServJes, ADM
80XU5, deep well, septic tank, near USF. -28_o._e_x,_.6_1_2·----~.....- - - Phone 935-5158.
Ml CELLANEOUS
FOR SALE: 2 bedroom home on extra 13· S
large lot furnished or unfurnished \'viii , _ - - -......-----~-~
take s3,o0o equity and you assume' 4'12% Plan Ahead - Prepare and Interview for
DA morlgage of ss,ooo. Near school, career placement now. contact Placestores, etc. 514 E. Broad, Flhone 23HOIS, ment servi~es, ADM 280, Ex!. 612.
Mrs. Persechlne.
FOR SALE· 27' Mills custom Sloop 15. SERVICES OFFERED
Sleeps ~. Head. Galley, Complete "QUl~ ------~----ment, Beautiful Condition; Sacrifice Private !'"'sons In Modern Mathemat•cs.
$7,900. Phone 988·549~.
Anna Bell, B.S., Wayne Slate '51 Tel.
935-07 u.
7 HELP WANTED
BE PREPARED
'
Prepare ond interview for career
placement now. contact Placemenf
Help Wanted: Part-Time on campus and se v·c s ADM 280 Ext 612
Off-Campus positions available. contact wr 1' e.' .
h, · 8"; E B
PlacementEDUCATION
Services. ADM·280,
Ext. 612.
an s s.w.
rronrngof rn
· ougan·
co.oP
OPENINGS
for ~dlea,
usF.ome,
Mrs.1 ""'
Francis
Jinks.
Trimester 11, Ill, paid emPloyment. All 20 PERSONAL NOTES
maJors. Apply in ENG 37.
,
co.op oPENINGs IN WASHINGTON, ~-.....- .................,.-....,....,o.c., for Trimester 11. Ill. All maJors. Graduating in 1966-67??? Start InterviewApply In ENG. 37.
ing for y~r job NOW. Contact PlaceHelp wanted. Job interviews begin Octo- ment Servtces, ADM 280, Ext. 612.
ber 3rd. contact Placement Services, Goo IS NOT DEAD! He Isn't even sick.
ADM 280, ext. 612.
AHend church this sunday.

You're in the
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genemtion!
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4 speed with R&H.
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to aHract aHention
and get action when you
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• Want to sell or buy items
• Need full or part-time work
• Offer or need services

USE WANT ADS
IN THE ORACLE

I

I

'63 NOVA CONY.
BLACK or WHITE
Automatic Transmission,
Radio and Heater,
Power Steering and
White Sidewall Tires.
- SEE TO BELIEVE -

w

I

I

II $995
I

'65 CORVAIR

Iw.

AIT, R&H, Nice.

~
~Y.

~

y Small cost - big results

~

j1

I

15 worcls (minimum) _............ _.. _ 50'
30 words _...... _...... - •• _. _ $1.00 ~
Repeated 2·4 issues, 45' per 15 words.
More than 4 issues, 40' per 15 wds.

'Y.

Deadline: 4 p.m. Friday for Wednesday

WRITE IT. BRING IT TO

0R)\.CLE
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA

II

1711 East
Hillsborough
Ave.

ru
~
fJ

1 1 ~tr. ~~~~!:;,;.!!:~:!;k:!~!,:wr~3W~

Ph. 237-3323
Open Sun. After Church

-PHONES-

988-3493

988-2224

WELCOME USF STUDENTS &STAFF
to

UNIVERSITY PHARMACY
DOUBLE S&H GREEN STAMPS
on all Cosmetics· and Schoo.l Supplies
Serving USF Students
And Their Budgets

$495

2. LUBRICATION
3. MINOR ADJUSTMENTS
ALL
4. INCLUDING NEW RIBBON
MAKES
Bring Your Jypewriter Problems To Us

-----------------RENTALS
SEE -

20 classifications for

and 10% OFF

1. PRESSURE CLEANING

ELECTRIC •• - 1.50 Per Day
STANDARD._- 75c Per Day

- =:A:iri:

are

F1• AUT1OMOTIVE1 d
t
or sa • or wane • equ1pmen , serv1ces,
3. FOR RENT
o SAL
5. F R
11
All Items other than cars and cycles.
1. HELP WANTED
Male, female.
9. LOST AND FOUND
11. WANTED
Books, articles, help properly, etc.
13. MISCELLANEOUS
15• SERVICES OFFERED
Tutorial, part-lime work, typing, babY·
sitting.
17. TRADE
19. RIDEs
Offered, Wanted
20. PERSONAL NOTES
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4 Day Minimum
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HELP WANTED (Cont.)
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----~~-----claS!Ified advertising ready to work
FOR SALE: 1965 Oids F-liS Deluxe, AC,
For-Rent:
couple.
OFFERED: Male or female, cia
tor YOU:

-

e ELECTRIC
e MANUAL

• PORTABLE

AMERICAN TYPEWRITER Co., Inc.
2512 Temple Terrace Highway
PHONE 932-0059

FREE -

DELIVERY~~

t::,~~~~~...
· ~~

PLENTY OF
FREE PARKING IN ·REAR
56th ST. at TEMPLE TERRACE

r------------,

• UNIVERSITY PHARMACY • I
I
I
I
I
I
DOUBLE
I
IL S&H GREEN STAMPS ..JI
PRESENTATION OF THIS COUPON
ENTITLES BEARER TO 10% DISCOUNT ON ALL PURCHASES OF
COSMETICS AND SCHOOL SUP·
PLIES PLUS •••

------------

Intramural Seasons Open This Week ·
Football, Tennis
On Fall Schedule
Sept. 14, 1966, U. of South Florida, Tampa -

8

By SUSAN GOODALL
Intramurals Editor

Football and table tennis kick off the men's intramural program next week, Murphy Osborne, Coordi·
nator of USF Recreational Sports, announced recently.
Action will begin Sept. 21 and end Nov. 4 for table
tennis. Dates for football are Sept. 22-0ct. 28. The required football clinic runs Sept. 19-20, and the entry
deadline is Sept. 16 for both sports.
Women•s activites commence with archery and tennis Sept. 19. Entries must be made by Sept. 16 for both
sports. Two leagues are open to women: organizational
and resident hall.

Allen And Sports
By LEE SIZEMORE
Sports Editor

Traditional Solitaire

DIAMOND BRIDAL SET
Budget Priced!

I

***

Three Vets Lead

C-C Candidates
USF's cross-country team, in only its second year of
competition, will hit the fields with three lettermen this
season. They are Lindsay de Guerhrey, Bill I<:eegan and
John Williams.
Newcomers to the squad include Larry Leopard, Jim
Steere, Neil Jenkins, Charles Studkie and Michael Vogt.
Coach Gil Hertz has issued a call in 225 Physical
Education Building for those interested in trying out for
the team.
For the first meet on Sept. 24, at Manatee Junior
College, Hertz has emphasized "increased individual effort on the part of all runners to meet a difficult challenge."
The meet schedule:
Sept. 24- Manatee Junior College- There

14-KARAT GOLD DESIGN

Brilli~nt diamond solitaire
set in 14-karat go I d with
matching 14-karat gold
wedding band.

"CHARGE IT" ••• USE OUR PAYMENT PLAN
D I AMOND MERCHANTS 01' AMIO:RICA

G3~RR~:s
3924 BRITTON PLAZA SHOPPING CENTER
Phone 83 8-7101

'

I

I
1
1

I
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Keep yourself in the Picture .•. with the
.

Blue Cross &Blue Shield

COLLEGE ·sTUDENT
PROGRAM,
Getting into that classroom scene is plenty tough - and plenty expensive - to begin with. Why
add to the financial burden by risking unexpected hospital and_doctor bills that you may find mighty
hard to pay - may even force you to
drop out of the college picture completely?
MAIL TODAY! Application Must be Received by Oct. 1
Special low cost College St udent Pro·
gram pays most hospital charges in full
FLORIDA BLUE CROSS & BLUE SHIELD
Dept. A-128·0
••• provides strong help with doctor bills;
P.
0. Box 1798, 532 Riverside Avenue
too. Both one-person and family contracts
Jacksonville,
Florida 32201
available. No age limit. Send coupon
today for full details without obligation. • Please send me full details and an application form for the
• College Student Program.

.....
..
.•.•

Oct. 1 - Florida State - Here

Oct. 15 - Miami - There
Oct. 22 - Florida and Miami - Here

Oct. 29- Miami-Dade J.C.- There
Nov.12- Florida- There
Nov.19- Florida State- There
Nov. 26- State Meet- Coral Gables

NORTH GATE SHOPPING CENTER
9013 North Florida Ave.
Phone 932-5866

• Name--------------------------------------• Address-----------------
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USF Maps Growth
(Continued from Page 1)
and the Board of Regents Ar·
chitectural Consultants.
In the new construction
some federal matching funds
could be expected, as much as
three for one on the medical
facility.
Overall the list includes
$37,030,000 for general class·
room facilities and residence
halls on the Tampa Campus,
$4,172,000 for Bay Campus,
the Medical School previously
listed, and $90,000 for continuing education center at Chinsegut Hill near Brooksville.

New For USF Campus
Plans for a. $2 million Social Science Building a.re off the drawing boards and waiting for
approval of the 1967·69 building list for USF projects.

$10 Million Science
Center Planned Here
A $10-million Science Center is planned for
USF.
.
Dr. Theodore A. Ashford, director of the Natural Science-Mathematics Division, said the
pr~ject will be in "four stages of approximately
$2.5-million each." The stages will be a year and
a half apart.
The Department of Health, Education and
Welfare is paying for one-third of the academic
facilities. The state will pay for the other twothirds.

STAGE I, a ref~rence-technical library, has
been approved. It IS to be located between the
Life Science and Cllemistry buildings. Bids are
to go out in early fall. Ashford expects "hopefully to have the building occupied in September,
19_67.
The new library is to have five floors: three
to be laboratories, one to contain the library,

and one to be for computer and electrical equip·
ment.
The new building would also house the Dlvl·
sian of Natural SciencE: offices, USF's data processing, the American Chemical Society testing
program, and a cafeteria.
THE THREE OTHER stages of the Science
Center project are to include new facilities for
life sciences, geography-oceanography, and
math-physics. Ashford said a chemistrybiochemistry facility is planned for the future.
Ashford explained that USF's proposal im·
pressed the national committee which studies it.
He said, "We have managed to assemble an impressive faculty." There are 50 faculty mem·
bers. There will be 58 in the fall. Faculty grants
in the natural sciences at USF have totaled $1.5million.
Ashford also said that a Ph.D. program in
marine biology is being considered for Septem·
her, 1967.

TENTATIVE priority list
for the 1967-69 construction includes a 3,000 seat auditorium
lecture hall, new University
Center, student health infirmary, remodeling the present
University Center as the Lan·
guages • Literature building,
campus residence halls for
2,000, second stage of University Library, Marine Science
and Technology building,
c h e m i s t r y - biochemistry
structure, addition to Humanities - Fine Arts building, new
life science building, coordinated clinics for handicapped
children, the continuing education center and extension of
utilities to serve the buildings.
USF's tremendous growth
from three buildings and 2,000
students in September, 1960,
and bright prospects, have
helped spark construction
under way or planned in the
burgeoning surrounding area.
A HANDSOME Holiday Inn
operated by George V. Cortner who has the Holiday Inn
on North Dale Mabry, will
open soon. Apartments are
flourishing such as the recently enlarged Campus University Apartments.
Allen Brothers and O'Hara
Inc. of Memphis plans a
13-story, $3.5-million high rise
apartment for 800 students
with target for completion of
September, 1967.
The Prime Meridian Co. of
Tallahassee, Fla., headed by
James L. Rhoden Jr., is planning an apartment complex
north of Fletcher on 46th
Street which would eventually
accommodate 2,000.
Another apartment • motel
and a bank are in the plan·
ning stage. Fred Riley and as·

Science Center Planned
The cost of the five-story Science Center b uilding is
slmiliar units are contemplated.
sociates who operate the Britton Plaza Theatre told The
Oracle they are planning a
top quality theatre in Temple
Terrace. A drive-in theatre is
contemplated on Hillsborough
by Bay Theatres.

such areas as radar and microwave.
T h e recently completed
B u s i n e s s Administration
building is an unusual fourstory structure with an adjacent teaching auditorium,
built at a total cost of $1.5million. Seminar rooms and
V-shaped stairways seem to
hang from the exterior.

AMONG OTHER developments on the campus, con·
struction will start shortly on
an 18-hole golf course north of
Fletcher Avenue on a 135-acre
tract. The course should be
ready next fall on the par 72,
7,000-yard layout.
An indoor, competition sized
swimming pool (natatorium)
now is under way as part of
the Physical Education complex. A $1.8-million PE building with classrooms and areas
for various sports, was completed during the summer.
Southeastern General Corp. of
North Miami was the builder.
An outdoor sports area is being completed.
Largest of the new general
academic buildings is the
ruggedly handsome $2.5million Engineering building
with its unique laboratory
wing. A shaft in the middle of
the lab area permits easy routIng of any utility for specific
experiments. The shaft runs
the length and heighth of the
lab and extends through the
roof for experimental use in

TWO RESIDENCE halls in
the $3.7-million Andros expansion now are open after some
last-minute rush as students
moved in. Three additional
residence halls and the new
Andros Center cafeteria and
activities building will be
completed later in the year.
The new Theata, Iota,
Kappa, Lambda and Mu Residence Halls provide housing
for 780 and will bring the total
on-campus housing to 3,000.
The new residence halls feature "living units" instead of
customary two-student dormitory rooms. Each unit for
eight students incluqes four
bedrooms, tow study - living
rooms, and bathroom facilities. In addition, a lounge,
kitchenette and washing •
ironing room are provided on
each floor. Halls are to be
carpeted and fully air conditioned.
Each of the new building

estlma~

at about $2.5 million. Three·

continues the architectural
style known popularly as
"Florida functional." Among
identifying characteristics are
buff brick exterior with white
vertical columns and concrete
sunscreens.

The Business Administration building · departs froril
the white trim and uses a
greenish finish. There are unconfirmed reports this might
later be changed to the cus·
tomary white.

Two USF Deans Receive
Naval Reserve Promotions
Two USF deans also are administrators in the Naval Reserve Officers School, unit No.
6-12, based at the Naval Train·
ing Center, 20th and Saxon
Streets in Tampa.
Robert L. Dennard, dean of
administration, is commanding
officer of the school and Edgar
W. Kopp, dean of the College of
Engineering, is chairman of the EDGAR KOPP DENNARD
oceanographic course for re- . • • dean of • • • dean o(
serve officers of the armed forc- Engineering administration.
es. Dennard is a full commander in th~ Naval Reserve and commander and public affairs
Kopp a lieutenant commander. officer for the reserve group. Several other staff members Dr. Gerhard C. Eichholz, di·
are members of the Naval unit rector of educational resources'
including Dr. Jack H. Robinson, at USF is a lieutenant com~
USF professor of physical mander and training officer of.
science, is a lieutenant com· the Navel Reserve Surface Divimander and instructor in the sian, unit No. 6·51, which has
Reserve unit; and George :.:r. been a winner of a national
Miller, director of the USF award for its training program
Co-op program is a lieutenant Ifor four consecutive years.

Another Partner In Progress

As Builders of the USF Health
and Physical Education
Classroom Building,
Southeatern General Corporation
is proud to extend its most sincere
CONGRATULATIONS and
APPRECIATION
to the University of South Florida
in this, another milestone
itt our joint March to Magnificance.
HEALTH & PHYSICAL EDUCATION CLASSROOM BUILDING

of NORTH MIAMI, FLORIDA..
'
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Partners -in Progress
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.
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greater
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for
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James A. Knowles, Inc. salutes USF for its great progress. We are prou.d
of our role in this progress as gener.al contracto-r for the handsome

USF ENGINEERING BUILDING

Construction of the University of South Florida Engineering
Building represents teamwork and cooperation by many fums
and individuals. James A. Knowles; Inc., general contractor,
takes this opportunity to express sincere appreciation to the
many who worked on this project, and especially to the following:
The Board of Regents of the State University System;
USF President John S. Allen and staff; USF Dean of Engineering Edgar W. Kopp and staff; Forrest M. Kelley Jr.,
A.I.A., architect to the Board of Regents; Fred E. Clayton,
Zone Engineer to the Board of Regents; 0. F. Nicholson,
director of Tampa operations, Board of Regents;. Warren H.
Smith, A.I.A., Lakeland, architect; Clyde W. Hill, director
of Physical Plant, USF, and staff; H. Joseph Diaz and Associates, Tampa, consulting and structural engineers; Ebaugh and
Goethe, Inc., Gainesville, mechanical and electrical engineers.

Member
The Associated General
Contractors of America

James A. Knowles, President
J. B. Chadwell, Vice President
M. C. Bailey, Secretary
Don J. Dufoe,Job Superintendent

JAMES A. KNOWLES, INC.
4700 95th STREET NORTH

St. Petersburg, Florida -33783

-

